MUNNA WILL OFFICIATE IN THREE BIG TEN GAME

Last-Cat. Court, C. H. Mussa, pro-

fessor of athletics at the University, is

on the list of Big Ten officials

scheduled to officiate in the numerous

football games. Coaches noted and

selected the officials for the games at

Chicago and St. Paul.
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Easter

Great Mall

The little stories from life, like the little stories from history, drifted into one of the departmental libraries. There was presently reported to show all nothing on the part of ourselves which today's young people will be able to settle. Their failure to light a fire on the girls themselves, and perhaps insects, even more than the boys, present themselves. Everyone I came to a man I thought he ought to be in the room. He was, "suggested one of the two dishes. "Sometimes I think I have to many of these names." The reference was to a long list of names of foreign persons. The two hundred carbohydrates August made up all these carbohydrates in a bia...
Getting Back To Normal

That we are rapidly getting back to normal is clearly seen in recent Federal Reserve figures. Last October the Seventh Federal Reserve Bank at Chicago, to accommodate its member banks, had borrowed $77,000,000. By Nov. 12 this debt had been entirely wiped out. This is most encouraging, and thanks to the operation of the Federal Reserve System it is acting as our great financial shock absorber we shall soon be on the up grade, because it is not available to the east where it might become disastrous. But in order how much it may be accomplished by the Macdonald in experimenting with it in the state of Illinois, the focus of the state is limited.

New Spring Models. Tailored from Triton’s, Serge, Check Valour, Pailet, Twill and Wool Jersey. These designs have given their keenest ingenuity and tailors have used their utmost skill in producing these new Spring Suits.

It is a collection of attractive models that represent in a splendid manner the latest and best fashions for women. We welcome you to view this display, knowing that in the models shown you will see several that will gain your approval.

That the prices are reasonable and values exceptional are only added reasons for coming here before you decide upon your Spring Suit. Prices vary from $18.95 to $39.50.

NEW SPRINGS

WOMEN'S OXFORDS
Brown lace military heels in several styles and leathers at $4.45, $4.85, $5.85, $6.85, $7.45, $8.85.

WOMEN'S HOSE SPECIAL
Thread silk, full linened double sole, heels and toes, all shades and all sizes. Regular $3.00 and $5.50 grades. 2 for 90c.

HAND MADE WAISTS
All hand made trimmed with real felt lace and hand embroidery, sizes 34 to 46. $3.00 to $5.00.

From You
To Me
Gift Christmas suggestions
For Him
For Her
---

NEW SPRINGS

FOR WOMEN

EASTER

The Dress-Up Time of the Year

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR AN

Easter Suit Easter Topcoat Easter Hat Easter Cap Easter Shirt Easter Tie

Give Us a Chance to Serve You
SLAVATA & EPPEL
IOWA CITY'S LIVE CLOTHIERS

EASTER

SLAVATA & EPPEL
IOWA CITY'S LIVE CLOTHIERS
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HawkeyeCopy of Hawkeye

The summer session number of the Iowa Alumnus which was put on sale Saturday contains as its star article: "Artificially Beautiful" which shows the growing interest and increase of students in the summer school "Iowa City as a Summer Spot" whichook the place that Iowa City is a resort of a busy and energetic group during the session and that 2000 students are expected to be enrolled in coming session. "Home of the Pioneers," soon to be the official song written by historian George Ford Piper's "Barbed-Wire and Other Pieces," "Travels and Travel in China" by Anne Gittins '10 who went to Korea in 1911 to teach in the mission school and who tells of her experiences.

Some of the other articles in this number are: "GLEANERS for College Teachers," "Courses in Audiology," "Preparation for Sanitary," "Popular Short Section" and "Various Columns."

A SHORTER SHORT-HAND SYSTEM IN TEN EASY LESSONS

The course covers ten easy lessons which will enable the student, President, Secretary, Decision, Lecturer, or student, to write in shorthand with five words in a minute. shorthand is also taught in the evening classes.

SEND THIS CLEANSING TODAY

PEARDALE PRESS: PUBLISHERS 115 Broadway

 sends to publishers, educational institutions, classrooms, and clubs.

A story of a tenderfoot in the service, a story of a tenderfoot in the service, a story of a tenderfoot in the service.

"Rich Girl, Poor Girl" So human you'll laugh about it for weeks Good Comedy Also COMING TOMORROW "THE SPENDERS" All Star Cast A picture of the Modern West
Easter

FLOWERS
Nature's Beautiful Symbols

Let these convey your Easter Greetings.

Nothing More
Sweetly Significant—
More Subtly
Welcome—
More Universally
Convenient—
than Flowers.

Aldous & Son
112 S. Dubuque
Opposite Jefferson

Get Your Date Now

FOR THE DANCE AT THE
PARK PAVILION
(Coolest Place in Town)
MUSIC
Friedlander's New Orchestra
SEX
There will be a car leave the Park at 11:45

Don't Spend Your Money
For Clothes

Deposit it and get interest

When we deliver a suit of clothes
-a shirt—a pair of hose—underwear—a
pair of odd trousers—overalls—hat or cap—to a buyer, we merely
look upon the cash he gives us as
a deposit. If a thing goes wrong
the customer's interest goes on just
the same in the service he has
received. The principal he has
left is given back in money or
goods.

C O A S T S'
The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
First Day of Spring -- 5 Days Till Easter

Already the arbustus is pushing its buds through the ground. The jenquilas and daffodils are waiting only for the beckoning sunshine. The tulips and pansies will follow quickly. Happy days of Spring's awakening!

The robin redbreast has put on his new jacket; the bluebird is brilliant again; but, first of all in the galaxy of beauty are Miss and Madam America—blooming girls and radiant women—who this SPRING and EASTER

will be adored more gloriously than ever before.

The new raiment is here, in broader variety than ever—and never was it more sufficient, more original, more artistic or becoming. And all the fashionable accessories—the Gloves, the Neckwear, the Veils, the Stockings and the Toilette Supplies.

And after many seasons of advancing costs we are able at last to offer our patrons stunning Coats, Suits, Dresses and other Wearable—the kinds they want and admire—at great reductions from the prices of former years.

Your Spring Suit May Be Elaborate With Decorative Touches or Studiously Plain. The tailored suit is always fashionable, but never with greater justification, than it is this Spring.

Fererq FUBIt are teeping moderately in price from...

EASTER ACCESSORIES

May mean nothing of anything but the fashion. It is a modern habit for the ladies to wear a suit that is too big and that is more or less of a dress. These barren accessories of our moderately priced spring suits are attractive.

NEW SILK STOCKINGS

For fashionable Hugh! It is important to have just the right shades for each face and figure. So planning to find qualities as much improved as they are used in this season. These women are specimens of our moderately priced spring suits.

THE SOFTEST COLLAR FIRST

Beautifully made of a soft and comfortable material. This collar is in all instances to last longer than any other kind of material.

UNBRENTING

Dress in Undertakings. Fashion wanted to introduce a

new style in the cheap price range. Featured prominently in Spring and Easter Wear and widely known, it is made in the softest material, the most comfortable to wear, and their chief points are the softness, comfort and cheapness. As its name indicates, it is made of the most comfortable material.

THE NEWEST LONG SLEEVE GLOVE FOR EASTER

Perhaps the most Winter's bonnet! In Women's Gloves that have appeared in any Spring. So charmingly done—giving a new element of elegance to Gloves, so fascinating to describe; so graceful to see.

ARE YOU IN THE BAA DHEEL BAHIERS?

They are very popular and cluse. From the spirited beauties of Madame Corset-rie and Madame Corsage-rie, to the smart women of Madame Labelle-rie. They are all in the Baa Dheel Bahieters!

FROM FAMOUS GAY COLORED STOCKINGS

Adorable and just right to bring back the happy picture of one's tailor's with distinctive and pure forms of true muse and comfort. This season the Baa Dheel Bahieters and Stockings in Fall, June and Easter.

Next Day to receive the New Easter and Fall suit.

Proud it is to be able to say we have the most complete line of any house.

Will the person who took back leather notebook from Easter's kinder room notes to Iowa's effort.

WANT ADS

Returnable for Site. Word: These inserts are sold in the library every day.

Minimum charge...

This office will pay five cents for copies of the Iowa of Sundays, Saturday, and Monday, as a favor on the part of those turning in these ads. LOST-Bunch of keys. Return to Iowa's effort, 138.

LADIES--Please Take Notice

JUST RECEIVED--A Shipment of Phoenix Silk Hose for Women

Just the kind you've been waiting for—And besides they just came in time for your Easter Vacation.

You know the Phoenix Service. If any Hose is not satisfactory the Phoenix Company will adjust them to your entire satisfaction.

For Sale----A number of Better Hose, 12/152. Kansas 197. 10P.
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